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Abstract 
Dezani-Ciancaglini, M. and J. R. Hindley, Intersection types for combinatory logic, Theoretical 
Computer Science 100 (1992) 303-324. 
Two different translations of the usual formulation of intersection types for A-calculus into 
combinatory logic are proposed; in the first one the rule (s) is unchanged, while in the second 
one the rule (s) is replaced by three new rules and four axiom-schemes, which seem to be simpler 
than rule (s) itself. 
Introduction 
Intersection types were first introduced around 1977 as a generalization of the 
type discipline of Church and Curry, mainly with the aim of describing the functional 
behaviour of all solvable A-terms. The usual +-based type-language was extended 
by adding a constant w as a universal type and a new connective A for the intersection 
of two types. With suitable axioms and rules to assign types to h-terms, this gave 
a system in which (i) the set of types given to a A-term does not change under 
p-conversion, and (ii) the sets of normalizing and solvable A-terms can be character- 
ized very neatly by the types of their members. (An introduction and motivation of 
A and w is given in [4], another in [12], and all the most important basic properties 
of the system’s syntax are given in [2].) 
Moreover, in the new type-language we can build A -models in which the interpreta- 
tion of a A-term coincides with the set of all types that can be assigned to it. These 
are called jilter models. Filter models turn out to be a very rich class containing in 
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particular each inverse-limit space, and have been widely used to study properties 
of D,-A-models; see [2,3,5]. 
More recently, intersection types have been introduced in the programming 
language Forsythe, which is a descendent of Algol 60, to simplify the structure of 
types; see Reynolds’ report [18]. 
Systems of combinators are designed to perform the same tasks as systems of 
h-calculus, but without using bound variables. Curry’s type discipline has turned 
out to be significantly simpler in combinatory logic than in A-calculus. (For an 
introduction see [13, Chapter 141.) Is the same true for intersection types? 
We shall propose here two different formulations of intersection types for combina- 
tory logic. They will be given for an arbitrary complete combinator basis (as defined 
in Section 2 below) and illustrated by examples using the most common abstraction 
algorithms. Conditions on bases and abstraction algorithms will be introduced in 
Section 3 which will imply that these formulations are exact translations of the 
A-system in [2]. 
However, there are extra complications in combinatory logic. In the case of 
A-calculus, the type-assignment rule (<) in [2] is well known to be replaceable by 
the simpler rule (7) (Section 1 below). But in combinatory logic some more care 
must be taken in choosing a rule to replace (G), and we do not know whether the 
alternative system presented below is the simplest possible (see Section 4). 
A first version of the present paper was included in the collection [ 151 dedicated 
to J.W. de Bakker in honour of his 25 years of work in semantics. 
1. A -Calculus 
To prepare for the combinatory system we first summarize the intersection type- 
assignment system for A-calculus, following [2]. We use the A-calculus notation of 
[13, Chapter 11. 
Definition 1.1 (i) The set T of intersection types (p, cr, 7, I& . . .) is inductively defined 
by 
&,~I?.~ . E T (type-variables), 
UCT (one type-constant), 
u,r~T =+ (u+~)ET,(uAT)ET. 
(ii) A (type-assignment) statement is of the form M:v with (T E T and M a A-term, 
called its subject. 
Definition 1.2. A (type-assignment) basis B is a set of statements with only variables 
as subjects. If x does not occur in B, then “B, x:(T” denotes Bu {x:~}. 
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Note. We do not assume that the subjects in a basis are distinct. 
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Notation. To avoid parentheses we assume that “ A ” takes precedence over “+” 
and that “+” associates to the right. 
Next, we define a pre-order relation s on intersection types which formalizes the 
subset relation and will be used in a type-assignment rule. 
Definition 1.3. The s relation on intersection types is inductively defined by: 
Definition 1.4 (The intersection type system TA,( A, w, S)). 
(i) TA,( A, w, S) is the type assignment system defined by the following natural- 
deduction rules and axioms. 
Axioms: (w) M:w (one axiom for each A-term M). 
Rules: 
[x:u] 
(AI) M:;1u ,;I’ 
M:UAT 
(AE) F 
(‘1 
M:u Us7 
MIT 
(*) rule (+I) may only be used when 
M:T other than x:u. 
x is not free in assumptions above 
(ii) We write BI-, M:u iff M:u is derivable from the basis B in this system. 
M:UAT 
M:r 
Theorem 1.5 (Type-preservation by P-equality and T-reduction). In TA, (A, w, s): 
(i) type-assignment statements are preserved by P-equality, that is, 
if Bk, M:T and M =P N, then Bt-,, N:r; 
(ii) type-assignment statements are preserved by v-reduction, that is, ifx el FV( M) 
and Bt, (Ax.Mx):T then BF-, M:T. 
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Proof. (i) [2, Corollary 3.81. 
(ii) Induction on the deduction of (hx.Mx):~. The only nontrivial case is when 
the last step in this deduction is (+I); then T- p+a and x does not occur in B and 
B, x:p ~~ Mx:u. 
Then BE, M:p+a by the n-lemma in [ll, Section 51. q 
Interestingly, the above theorem can be strengthened; there is an equality relation 
that characterizes the invariance of types in an exact way, namely equality in the 
model Pw. Define 
M=p,N H PwI=M=N. 
Then the following characterization theorem holds; we shall use it later. 
Theorem 1.6 (Characterization of type preservation). In TA,( A, W, s): 
M =pW N Q (for all B, 7){BtA M:r H Bt, N:T}; 
in particular two closed terms are Pw-equal #they have the same set of intersection types. 
Proof. By [19, Theorem 41, we have 
(for all B, T){BF,+ M:7 e Bt, N:T} e &(M)=&!(N), 
where d(M) is the set of all approximate normal forms of M ([24, Section 51, or 
[l, Definition 14.3.51, or [19, Definition 81 where they are called approximants of 
M). By [l, Section 14.31, we have 
&(M)=&(N) e BT(M)=BT(N), 
where BT( M) is defined in [l, Chapter IO]. Then by [l, Theorem 19.1.191, 
BT(M)=BT(N) e P,kM=N. 0 
The property of invariance under n-reduction in Theorem 1.5 suggests that rule 
(s) can be replaced by an v-rule, as follows. 
Definition 1.7 (Type-assignment with an T-rule). 
(i) Let TA, (A, w, n) be the system obtained from TA, (A, o, G) by replacing 
rule (s) by 
(77) (hx.Mx):T 
M:r 
(if x is not free in M). 
(ii) Let t-hr) denote derivability in the resulting system. 
Theorem 1.8. TA,(n, w, S) and TA,(r\, w, 7) are equivalent; that is, 
BI-* M:a ti BE,, M:a. 
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Proof. A direct proof is fairly easy, or one can use [2] (in particular Lemma 4.2, 
Remark 2.10, and the remark just before 4.3). 0 
Another important property is that, given a closed A-term A in approximate 
normal form ([24, Section 51, [19, Definition 81 or [20, Definition 2.8]), we can 
always build a principal type l7, depending on A, from which all derivable types 
can be obtained, i.e. kh A: CT implies that there is a chain c of substitutions, expansions 
and raises such that (T = c(n). We shall not give here the definition of expansions 
and raises: the interested reader can find definitions and proofs in [20, Sections 3-41. 
We shall give here only the definition of principal type (and of principal basis, since 
subterms may be open) by induction on the definition of approximate normal form. 
Definition 1.9. Let A be an approximate normal form ([24, Section 51, [19, 
Definition 81 or [20, Definition 2.81). The principal basis B and the principal type 17 
of A are defined as follows (see [20, Definition 4.11). They are unique modulo 
alphabetic variation (the relation = in [20, Definition 3.31). 
(i) If A = 0 then B is empty and 17 = w; 
(ii) If A = x then B = {x: cp} and II = cp, where cp is a type variable; 
(iii) If A = hx.A’ and B’, l7’ are respectively the principal basis and the principal 
type of A’, then: 
(1) if B’ does not contain premises whose subject is x then 
B=B’, n~cp+l7’, 
where cp is a type variable not occurring in B’ and 17’; 
(2) if x:(T,, . . . , ~:a,, are all the premises in B’ whose subject is x, then 
B= B’-{x:(T,, . . . ,x:cT,,}, Il-u,A **. Au,+n~; 
(iv) ifA=xA,... A,, and Bi, ITi are the principal bases and the principal types 
of Ai for 1 d i G n (we choose alphabetic variants of them such that the same type 
variable does not occur in two principal bases and types), then 
B= u B,u{x: l7,+ . . . +rr,+cp}, n= cp, 
lSi<n 
where cp is a type variable which does not occur in B, and 17, (1 d is n). 
Exercise 1.10. The names and principal types of some A-terms that will be used 
later are as follows. (Not to be confused with principal types in the Curry system!) 
s, = Axyz.xz(yz): (‘P~‘P,~‘P*)~(‘P’~‘P,)~‘PA’P’~‘Pz, 
S,*=A~~z.w(xz)(~z): (c~,jc~zjcp~)~(~~~,)~(‘p’-,cp~)~c~~cp’~cp~. 
K, = Axy.x: (P+‘p1+‘p7 
I, = Ax.x: cp + cp, 
B, = Axyz.x(yz): ((P+'p,)-+('pz+(P)+'p2+'pI~ 
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2. Correspondence between A and CL 
This section outlines the known properties of the standard transformations from 
combinatory logic (CL) to A-calculus and vice versa. The account is independent 
of the choice of basic combinators, but apart from this the results are not new, 
except for Lemma 2.16. 
The reader is assumed to know the main definitions in combinatory logic ([ 1, 
Chapter 71 or [13, Chapter 21). 
Assumptions and notation 2.1. We assume that a finite or infinite combinator basis 
53 = {C,, C2, . .} has been given. CL%ferms are built from variables and C,, C2, . . . 
by application as usual, and CLB-terms without variables are called CL%‘- 
combinators. Each Ci is called an atomic combinator and is assumed to have an 
axiom scheme for reduction 
6) c,x, . . . xnrbDi (niZ=l), 
where x1, . . . ,x,, are distinct and D, is a combination of some or all of x1,. . . , xnz 
and no other atoms. That is, C, is a proper combinator [7, p. 1611. 
Weak reduction D, and weak equality =w are defined as usual by replacements 
with form 
Note 2.2. Although D, is more general than the usual reduction in [l] and [13], it 
satisfies the Church-Rosser theorem and other main theorems (see the table on 
p. 270 and footnote 4a on p. 269 in [lo]). But we shall not need these theorems 
here; all we shall need is that 
(i) x D, Y * [U/v]X I>,[U/u]Y 
Definition 2.3. A combinator basis 5% is complete iff for each sequence of distinct 
variables x,, . . . , x, and each CL%-term Y there exists a CL%-term A*x, . . . x,. Y 
containing none of x,, . . . , x,, such that 
(i) (A*x, . . . x,.Y)x, . . . x, D, Y. 
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An abstraction algorithm is any algorithm that computes such a A*x, . . . x,. Y for 
all x,, . . . x,, Y. It is multi-sweep iff it procedes by first giving an algorithm to compute 
A x. Y for all x and Y, and then by applying this algorithm repeatedly to compute 
(ii) A*x,. . . x,.Y= A*x,.(A*x,. . . . (A*x,.Y). . .). 
Note 2.4. Even though the definition of completeness does not require that 
A x, : . . x,. Y be computed by an algorithm, an abstraction algorithm always exists 
if 93 is complete. (One will be given in the proof of Lemma 2.16.) 
In the last few years there has been a new interest in different abstraction 
algorithms, since they can be used in compiling programs written in functional 
languages. Some algorithms abstract one variable at a time (multi-sweep algorithms 
as defined above) and others abstract all variables simultaneously (one-sweep 
algorithms). 
We shall not consider one-sweep algorithms here. But it is interesting to remark 
that Curry’s first abstraction algorithm in 1930 [6] was one-sweep, and in [17] a 
modification of this algorithm has been proposed which has many interesting features 
(see also [S]). 
Because of the interest in different algorithms we now describe some of the 
multi-sweep algorithms which have occurred most frequently in the literature. 
Example 2.5. The complete bases below are subbases of the basis &,= 
{S, K, I, B, C, S*, B*, C”, W}. These combinators are assumed to come with the 
following axiom schemes for reduction: 
sxyz D w xz(yz) Kxy D, x IXD,X 
BXYZ ~w X(YZ) cxyz D, xzy s*WXyZ D, W(XZ)(yZ) 
B*wxyz D, wx(yz) c*wxyz Dw w(xz)y WXY Du’ XYY. 
In more detail: we shall consider B3, and the bases 
33, = {S, K, I), 
B3, = 3, u {B} = {S, K, I, B}, 
B3, = ?Z$u {C} = {S, K, I, B, C}, 
B3, = %I3 u {S”, B*, C*} = {S, K, I, B, C, S*, B*, C*}. 
The basis will not be written explicitly in each algorithm below, since we shall 
assume that the current basis is the set of atomic combinators which appear on the 
right hand side of the identities which define the abstraction algorithm. (Clearly 
one could choose other bases for the same abstraction algorithms and even always 
the basis {S, K}.) 
We present eight alternative algorithms for A*x.Y, with notes on their origins 
later. In each algorithm the clauses must be used in the order of precedence shown; 
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for example in A”, to compute Px.UV one may only use clause (f) when (a), (b) 
and (c) do not apply. 
P: 
abf. A . 
Af”b . 
A . abcdf. 
As: 
Tl A : 
AT=: 
(a) Avx.Y=KY ifxEFV(Y), 
(b) Aqx.x = I, 
(c) A”x.Ux= U ifx&FV(U), 
(f) Aqx. UV= S( Avx. U)( A”x. V). 
(a), (b), (f) as above. 
(f) PbX. uv = S( PbX. U)( PbX. V), 
(a*) Afabx.y = Ky if y is an atom and y f x, 
(b) Afabx.x = I. 
(a), (b), (c) as above, 
(d) habcdfx. UV = 6 U( Xbcdfx. V) if x E! FV( U), 
(f) as above. 
(a), (b), (c), (d) as above, 
(e) Asx.UV=C(Asx.U)V ifx&FV(V), 
(f) as above. 
(a), (b) as above, 
(cp) AOx. Ux = U if x & FV( U) and U is functional 
(i.e. U has form SVW, SV, S, KV, K or I), 
(fp) A@x.UV-S(Aqx.U)(Avx.V) (yes, we mean A’!). 
(a), (b), (c) as above, 
(d”) AT1x. UVZ = B* UV( AT’x.Z) if XE! FV( UV) 
(e*) A”x. UVZ = C* U( AT’x. V)Z if xE FV( UZ) 
(f*) A?x. UVZ = S* U(hT’x. V)( AT’x.Z) if x& FV( U) 
(d), (e), (f) as above. 
as AT1 but inserting between (c) and (d”): 
(g) AT2x. Ux = W( AT2x. U). 
Note 2.6. The first five algorithms were described by Curry in [7, Section 6A]. Afab 
is the simplest of these but produces the longest results. As is the oldest one, being 
due to Schijnfinkel [21] and dating from 1924. 
The sixth, A?, was discussed in [13, Sections 9.34 and 9.351; it also originated 
with Curry. 
The last two, AT’ and AT2, have been proposed by Turner respectively in [22] and 
[23], though the above way of writing the rules for B*, C” and S” is from [14]. 
Mulder in [16] compares the length of the translations obtained using many 
different abstraction algorithms, and it turns out that Turner’s algorithms seem to 
work well in practice. 
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Definition 2.7. (From CL to A-calculus: the h-transformation). To each CL%term 
X we associate a A-term X, thus: 
(Ci)* !!!5 AxI . * * X,;Diy 
x, = x, 
(XV), = X*Y*. 
Lemma 2.8. If X b, Y then X, tip Y,+_ 
Proof. Consider a contraction of form 2.l(ii); by the definition of (Ci)* and the 
fact that Di is only a combination of variables, one has 
(CiXi . . . Xng)* E (AX, . . * Xfl;Di)(X,), . . . (Xn,)* 
Dp[(Xl)*IX1~. . .T (xn,)*lxnzlDi 
= ([xI/xI~.  .T xntlXn,lDi)h. 0 
Using the A -transformation one can carry some key notions over from A-calculus 
to CL, as follows. 
Definition 2.9. (Combinatory p and Pw-equalities, [ 13, Section SC]). 
(i) X=,Y e X, =PYh ; 
(ii) X=PWY e X, =PWYh. 
Note 2.10. If desired, more on @-equality can be found in [7, Section 6C; 1, Section 
7.3; 13, Section 9C] and on the model P,,, in [l, Sections 18.1 and 19.11. Note that 
X=,Y =+ X=,,Y * X=p,Y. 
Definition 2.11. (From A to CL; the H-transformations). Each pair (3, A*) determines 
a transformation H = HcB,**) from A-terms to CLB-terms, defined thus: 
XH’X, 
(Ax.M), = A*x.(M,), 
(MWhl= (M”NFf). 
Note. H depends on A*; in contrast the A-transformation only depends on W. 
Example 2.12. The eight A*-algorithms in Example 2.5 give eight distinct H-transfor- 
mations, which we shall call respectively 
H,, Habr, Hrab, Habcdr, Hs, HP, HT,, HTZ. 
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Definition 2.13. (Relations between the H- and A-transformations). Let “=” denote 
any binary relation, for example =, =W, =cp or = PW, on the set of all CL%&terms; 
define 
(i) H cancels A module = e X,, =X (for all CL%-terms X). 
Let “=” denote any binary relation on the set of all A-terms; define 
(ii) A cancels H module = @ MHh = M (for all A-terms M). 
Discussion 2.14. If H and A both cancel each other modulo an equality, then H is 
the inverse of A modulo that equality. Given a complete basis 3, can one find a A* 
such that HcM,h*l is the inverse of the A-transformation modulo one of the standard 
equalities? For pr]-equality =p,,, the answer is that any A* will do; it is not hard to 
prove that every H(a,h*, is the inverse of A with respect to =PV. But what about 
P-equality or even identity? 
The following example will show how close the eight H-transformations intro- 
duced above come to being inverses of the A-transformation, and the lemma after 
it will generalise this. 
Example 2.15. For the H-mappings defined by the algorithms in Example 2.5 we 
have 
(i) H,, Habcdr, H,, HP, HT, and HT2 (i.e. all except Habl. and HfJ cancel A 
modulo = (and hence modulo =cl-i and =P,,,); 
(ii) Habr and Hfah cancel A modulo =r.P and hence = PW, but not = ; 
(iii) A cancels Habf, HTah and HP modulo =p and hence modulo =PW, 
(iv) A cancels H,, Hahcd,-, H,, HT, and HT2 modulo =,+, but not =p. 
Proofs. (Mainly from [7, Section 6E] and [l, Section 7.31). 
(i) It is sufficient to check that for all these H-transformations and for all the 
combinators X belonging to the corresponding basis: X,,, = X. And the checking 
is routine. (The key is that clause (c) is in each algorithm.) 
(ii) For Habf see [ 1, Theorem 7.3.101 or [ 13, Theorem 9.28(a)]. For Hfab the proof 
is similar. Moreover notice that for these H-mappings S,, f S. 
(iii) A proof for Habf is in [13, Theorem 9.28(b)], and the others are similar; see 
[13, Section 9.351 for hints on the proof for HP. 
(iv) For H,, a proof is in [13, Theorem9.14(b)] and the others are similar. For 
all these H-mappings (hxy.xy), = I, so 
(Axy.xy) Hh = Ax.x #B Axy.xy. 0 
The following lemma shows that an inverse of the A-transformation can always 
be found modulo P-equality. It will be used in Section 3. 
Lemma 2.16. Given any complete combinator basis 93 = {C,, CL,, . .}, one can always 
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dejine a A* (called here A**) such that HCB,h**l and the A-transformation cancel each 
other modulo P-equality. 
Proof. Since 93 is complete there exist combinations S, and KO of its members 
such that 
(i) S&P DW XZ(YZ), &xy D w x. 
By Lemma 2.8 these two reductions can be translated into A-calculus to give 
(ii) &,,xYz Dg xZ(YZ), KBAxy Dp x. 
By the standardization theorem for L>~ ([I, Theorem 11.4.7]), these reductions can 
be made by contracting the leftmost redex at each step. Then the reduction of Kshxy 
has form 
(iii) K%,,xy ‘>p (Ax. U,)xy where KWh ~~ Ax. U,, 
Dp U1Y 
Do (Ay. U,)y where U, bp Ay. U,, 
=-l3 U, 
Dp X. 
Hence KB,, bp Ax. U, ~~ Axy. U, Dp Axy.x. Similarly for S%*. Thus 
(iv) &W C-p Axy.x, S,, Dp Axyz.xz(yz). 
Define A**x.Y for all x and Y, using KB and S%,, like ,l’abx.Y in Example 2.5. It 
is easy to prove that A**x.Y does not contain x, and 
(v) (x*x. Y)x D, Y, 
and A**x.Y always has one of the forms 
(vi) &J U, s, uv. 
Hence 
(vii) (A**x. Y), =p Ax.( Yh) 
because 
(A**x.Y), = KBAhUh or S,,U,,V, 
=@ Ax. U, or Ax. U,x( V,x) 
=p Ax.((Ax.U,)x) or Ax.((Ax.U,x( V,x))x) 
=p Ax.( Ksh U,x) or Ax.(S.%, U,, V,x) 
= Ax.(( x*x. Y),x) 
=p Ax.( YA) 
with XC FV( U,V,) 
by (iv) 
by /?-expansion 
by (iv) 
by (v) and Lemma 2.8. 
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Now define H = Hca,A**). Then by induction on M one can prove 
(viii) MHh =p M. 
In fact the only non-trivial case is M = hx.P, and this is treated as follows: 
MHA = (x*x.( PH))* =B Ax.( PHh) by (vii) 
=p hx.P by induction hypothesis. 
Finally, apply (viii) with M = X,. This gives X,,, =p X, ; that is 
(ix) x,, =@X. 0 
Warning 2.17. If one tried to go further and define a A* so that Hc?n,A*, was the 
inverse of the A-transformation in the strongest sense, i.e. modulo =, then the 
resulting A* would have some awkward properties relating to substitution and 
reduction, because these concepts in A-calculus do not correspond exactly to 
combinatory logic. See [9, Sections l-31. 
3. Intersection types for CL-terms 
We shall now introduce a family of type-assignment systems, one for each basis, 
which can be viewed as translations of TA, ( A, w, s) into combinatory logic. 
Note 3.1. In what follows %I = { C1, C,, . . .} is any complete combinator basis, and 
we use the notation 
ni = principal type of (C,), . 
Note that r, always exists, by Definition 1.9, since (C,), is a closed approximate 
normal form by the assumptions in Section 2.1. 
Definition 3.2. (Type-assignment in CL). 
(i) TA,,%(A, w, G) is the type-assignment system defined by: 
statements: X:T where X is a CLB-term and r is an intersection type; 
rules: (+E), (AI), (AE), (G) as in Definition 1.4; 
axioms: for each CL.%-term X the following is an axiom: 
(w) XZW, 
and for each C, (i = 1,2, . . .) and each type nf obtained by substituting types for 
variables in 7~~ the following is an axiom: 
(+C,) c,:?rTT*. 
(ii) We write B+(.Ld X:7 iff X:7 is derivable from B in this system. 
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Example 3.3. (i) For the basis 93, = {S, K, I} the system TAc-%,( A, w, G) has rules 
(+E), (AI), (AE), (G), and the axioms 
(w) x:w 
(+S) S:(p,-,u’7)~(p2~,)-,p,Ap*~T 
(+K) K:T+c+T 
(+I) I:CT+CT 
(ii) For the other bases in Example 2.5 we 
corresponding TAcL system all the substitution 
the appropriate combinators in Exercise 1.10. 
(an axiom for each 
CL%?, -term X), 
(an axiom for each choice 
of PI, P2, a, r), 
(an axiom for each pair a, T), 
(an axiom for each a). 
take as combinator-axioms of the 
instances of the principal types of 
The next lemma states three fundamental properties of tc,. Then afterwards 
we shall focus on the relation between tc,, and t-,. The first few results will hold 
for all bases 93, but later we shall concentrate on the particular bases in Example 2.5. 
Lemma 3.4. Let 92 be any complete combinator basis; let B be any type-assignment 
basis and z be a type-variable not in B. Then 
(i) B, z:uk cLsZ:T+ UST. 
(ii) BtCLs XY:T 3 3asuch that Bt,,, X:U+ T and BtC,,m Y:u. 
(iii) IfB, z:ukCLS YZ:T and z& FV( Y) then BF,-~,* Y:u+ T. 
Note. The above are true also for kh; for (i) and (ii) see [2, Lemmas 2.7(ii) and 
2.8(i)], and for (iii) see the q-lemma in [ll, Section 51. 
Proof. (i) Follows by an easy induction on deductions. 
(ii) By induction on the deduction of XY:T. The only interesting case is when 
the last applied rule is (A I). Say T = 7, A T* and we have 
xY:T, xY:T, 
. XY: 7, A 72 
By induction hypothesis there are u, and u2 such that 
B ECMI X:U, + T,, BI--,-~~ Y:ui for i = 1,2. 
So by (AL), 
Bt,,,x:(~,+ T,) A (u*+ T*), BtCLS Y:u, A u*. 
Then the reSUh fOllOWS from rUk (G) SirICe (u,+ TV) A (CT,+ 72)s u1 A u2+ T,A T>. 
(iii) B, z:ukCL3 YZ:T implies by (ii) that there is a p such that 
Bt- CLW y:P + T, z:uk CLW ZIP. 
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(Note that z does not occur in B.) Hence u G p by (i). It follows that p --f T d CT + T, 
so by rule (G), we have 
B+cMi Y:a+r. 0 
Note 3.5. We have defined TACLS( A, w, G) in the hope that it will correspond to 
TA,( A, w, G) in the following strong sense. Our hope is to prove, first, that 
(9 BhLa X:T e Bk,X,:q 
and second, that there exists a X-algorithm such that 
(ii) BE, M:r e BtCLB MH_.,:x 
For (i) “=+“, the proof is trivial because the axioms for C, have been chosen to be 
provable in the h-system. In contrast, for (i) “e” and (ii) we shall not try to prove 
the properties for a general 93, but shall state general conditions under which they 
hold, see Theorem 3.7, and then show that these conditions are satisfied by all the 
bases and some of the A*‘s introduced in Example 2.5; see Theorem 3.11. 
Definition 3.6. A* satis$es (+I) iff, for all B and all x not in B, 
B, x:u~,,~ Y:T =+ ~~~~~ (A*x.Y):a+=r. 
Theorem 3.7. Let 26’ be any complete combinator basis. 
(i) We have 
Bt,,, X:7 + Bt,X,:x 
(ii) Zf there is a A* satisfying (+ I) and such that H18,h*) cancels the A-transformation 
modulo identity, then 
BtAX,:7 + Bt,,,/,X:x 
(iii) For all A*: if A* satisjies (+I), then 
BF, M:r =+ BkcLO M,:T (H = H,,,*,). 
(iv) For all A*: if the A-transformation cancels H modulo Pw-equality, then 
BE cLs M,:T =3 BF-, M:T (H = HC+*)). 
(v) There is always an H-transformation such that 
Bk CLd MH:7 =3 Bl--, M:T. 
Proof. (i) This is Note 3.5(i) “j”, and holds because the type-axioms for the 
members of !B were chosen to be A-provable. 
(iii) This comes by induction on + *, see Definition 1.4. The only non-trivial case 
is Rule (+I); but A” has been assumed to satisfy (+I). 
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(ii) Let BI--, X, :T. Now (iii) can be applied because A’ satisfies (+I), so 
B ~~~~~ X,, : 7. But X,, = X by assumption, so BkcLs X:x 
(iv) Let Bt--CLea M,:r. Then by (i), BE, MHh :T. But A cancels H modulo Pw- 
equality, so M,, =pw M. Hence by Theorem 1.6, Bk, M:r. 
(v) This follows immediately from (iv) by choosing H = Hc8,h**1 where A** is 
defined in Lemma 2.16. 0 
Corollary 3.8. (Type-invariance under Pw-equality in CL). If % is a complete com- 
binator basis and {B kA X, : r 3 B kcLa X: T}, then 
Proof. Definition 2.9(ii) and Theorems 1.6 and 3.7(i). 0 
Lemma 3.9. All the eight A**‘s defined in Example 2.5 satisfy (+I). 
Proof. We shall prove by induction on the deduction of Y:r that 
B, ~:a+-,,~ Y:T =+ BkcLd (A*x.Y):a+ T. 
We shall prove this result for all eight A*‘s at once, and will use the induction 
hypothesis for A” in proving the induction step for A!. 
Case 1. Y:r is x:0: Hence Y-x, so A*x.Y=I. But I: U+U is an axiom. 
Case 2. Y:T is either in B, or is an S, K, I, etc. axiom, or is an w-axiom with Y 
an atom f x. Hence Y is an atom and x g FV( Y), so A*x. Y = KY. Hence, by the 
axiom K: ~-+U+T and rule (+E), BI--,,,8KY: u+ T. 
Case 3. Y:T is an w-axiom, so T= o. Now (A*x. Y):w is an o-axiom. And, since 
Usw, we have w~w+wGa+w. Hence (A*x.Y): U+w by rule (s) 
Case 4. The last step in the deduction of Y:T is (G) or ( AE): 
B XIU 
Then u+ p S CT + T, so we use the induction hypothesis and rule (C). 
Case 5. (Rule (A I)). 
Y: 7, Y:T2 
Y: T, A T2 
(T-T, A T2) 
By induction hypothesis, B t,,,a ( A*x. Y): u+~,fOri=1,2.But(u+T~)A(U+~~)~ 
u+ T, A TV, so rules (A I) and (s) give the result. 
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Case 6 (Rule (+E)). Say Y = UV, and we have 
LJV: 7 
Now A*x.UV is defined by one of the clauses (a), (c), (d), (d*), (e), (e*), (f), (f*), 
(g) in Example 2.5, using one of the combinators K, 6, B”, C, C*, S, S”, W. Thus 
there are nine sub-cases. We show here only (c), (f) and (f”); the others are similar. 
Subcase 6c. V = x, x @ FV( U), and A*x. UV = II. Since B, x:u t,,, x:p, we have 
u G p by 3.4(i). Hence p + T < o + T. But ~~~~~ U: p + T since x r? FV( U); hence 
by (G), BkcLd U: CT+ T. 
Subcase 6f. A**x.UV= S(A**x.U)(A*x.V), where A** is A7 if A* is J?, otherwise 
A is A . By the induction hypothesis for A , we have 
BI- CLd (A**x.U): a+p+~, B E,.,~ (x*x. V): u + p. 
Now the axioms for S are exactly the substitution instances of the principal type 
of S, in Exercise 1.10. Hence the following is an axiom: 
S: (CT+p+~)+((r+p)+mAu+T. 
Therefore by rules (G) and (+E), 
Bt-,-Ls S(A**x.U)(A**x.V): (T+ 7. 
Subcase 6f*. U = U, U,, x EZ FV( U,), and A*x. UV= S* U,( A*x. U,)( A*x. V). NOW 
B, x:akclra U, U,: p + T, so by 3.4(ii) there exists a 5 such that 
B, x:aF,,, u,: <+p+T, B, ~:a+,,,~ U,:& 
By the induction hypothesis, we have 
BkCLa (A*x.U>): a+& BtcLd (A*x.V): u-p. 
Now the axioms for S” are exactly the substitution instances of the principal type 
of s*, in Exercise 1.10. Hence the following is an axiom: 
S*: (J+p+~)+(u+~)+(~+p)+uAu+7. 
Therefore by rules (s) and (+E), 
B kCL,.i/3 S*U,(A*x.U,)(A*x.V): u+T. 0 
The above lemma implies that also the A ** defined in Lemma 2.16 satisfies (+I) 
under suitable conditions, as follows. 
Corollary 3.10. Let 93 be a complete combinator basis such that 
ECL.S K&n: TK, kCL.4 s M: ns 2 
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where KS and S3 are dejined as in the proof of Lemma 2.16 and nK and me are the 
principal types of K, and SA, see Exercise 1 10 Then A*” as dejined in the proof of . . 
Lemma 2.16 satisfies (+I). 
Proof. It is sufficient to observe that A** is habf relative to S, and KS, and so the 
proof of Lemma 3.9 applies since S* and K% have the suitable types. 0 
Theorem 3.11. For the five bases Bi in Example 2.5, where i = 0,. . . ,4, the CLsi- 
system is equivalent to the A-one; more precisely 
(i) for i = 0, . . . ,4: 
Bb CL!?.i?i X:T e BChXA:q 
(ii) for i = 1 and H = H&r, Hfab, HP : 
Bt-, M:T @ BtcL3, MH:q 
(iii) for H,, Habcdf, H,, HTI , HTz one has ‘3” in (ii) (with respect to the 
corresponding basis) but not “C’; 
(iv) for i = 0, . . . ,4 and H = Habf, 
BE cLa’/3, M~:T =+ Bk, M:r. 
Proof. (i) By Theorem 3.7(i) and (ii), noting that X’, habcdf, As, p’ and hT* satisfy 
(+ I) by Lemma 3.9 and that H,, Habcdf , H,, HT, and HT2 cancel A modulo identity 
by Example 2.15. (A? could be used instead of R.) 
(ii) .By Theorem 3.7(iii) and (iv), Lemma 3.9 and Example 2.15. 
(iii) By Theorem 3.7(iii) and Lemma 3.9 one gets “=+” in (ii). A counterexample 
to “e” is M = Axy.xy; one has MH = I which has type cp -+ cp in the CL’?&-system 
(p being a type-variable), but it can be shown that M does not have this type in 
the A-system. (The principal type of M is (p, + cpJ + ‘p, + (p2.) 
(iv) It suffices to observe that if A** is built according to Lemma 2.16 we have 
H(.w**) = Habt-. 0 
For the five bases s3, in Example 2.5, the following theorem shows that 
T&a, ( A, 0, S) is invariant under P-equality, also that type preservation is exactly 
characterized by Pw-equality. 
Theorem 3.12 (Preservation of types in CL!GB3,). For thefive bases Wi in Example 2.5, 
where i = 0,. . . ,4 we have: 
(i) type-assignment statements are preserved by combinatoty P-equality; that is, if 
B CCLa8 X: r and X = Cp Y, then B kcLa, Y: r; and 
(ii) type-preservation is exactly characterized by Par-equality; that is 
X =,+,, Y tj (for all B, -r){BkcLs, X:7 e BE,,,, Y:T}. 
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Proof. For (i), use Theorem 3.11(i), Theorem 1.5(i) and Definition 2.9(i) (the 
definition of c/?-equality), and for (ii), use Corollary 3.8 and Theorem 3.11(i). 0 
Incidental Note 3.13. The CL-system for each of the five bases has been proved 
equivalent to the A-system in a fairly strong sense (Theorem 3.11(i)). But the 
equivalence is not as neat as one might like (see Theorem 3.ll(ii)-(iv)). And here 
is another point where CL and A diverge. 
Following [ 111, let the set NTS of normal types be the set of all types u such 
that: either (T = w or u = (T, A . . . A a,, with some bracketing and with each u, having 
the form 
(Ti-gr,“. “U +(p ,,nt, I. 
Normal types correspond closely to the original formulation of intersection types, 
see [4], which were slightly more restricted than those in [2] and later papers, 
including this one. In [ll] it was proved that (as Coppo and Dezani already knew 
informally) the restriction was trivial, in the sense that every deduction BE, M:T 
could be paralleled by a deduction B* kh M: r* containing only normal types, where 
the map *:T + NTS applied to a type gave its “normal form”. 
But in CL the restriction seems not to be so trivial. For example, in CL there is 
a problem with the axiom 
The type in this is not normal, and the nearest normal type to it is 
So if types were restricted to being normal, quite a complicated form of the axiom 
scheme for I would be needed to give a reasonable equivalence to the A-system, 
and similarly for S and K. 
4. Replacing rule (G) 
In this section we propose an alternative formulation of intersecton type-assign- 
ment to CL-terms in which rule (s) has been replaced by something simpler. 
Throughout the section %I will be any complete basis whose combinators have 
the “right” types in the following sense. 
Definition 4.1. A combinator basis .%I is well-typed for 6, B’, I iff there exist CL%- 
combinators I, B and B’, not necessarily atoms, such that 
lx =-, x, B-v D, X(YZ), B’XYZ D, Y (xz), 
and the following are provable in TAC.L.in (A, w, S) (cf. Exercise 1.10) without using 
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rule (s): 
I: a+u, B: (u+~)+(T+(T)+T+~, B’: (v-+~)+(~+T)+cT+T 
for each choice of a, p, T. 
Motivation 4.2. The aim is to find axioms to replace rule (s). Now the G-relation 
on types is a formal analogue of the subset relation c on sets, so we shall look for 
axioms of form 
(i) I: V+ 7. 
This is because, informally, 1: (++ T says that UC T. More precisely, if u and T 
represent sets [u] and [IT~ in some way, then I: u+ T says that if x is in [a], then 
lx is in 1~1. Since lx =x, this says that every member of [[a] is in [Tn. 
The system below will contain four axiom-schemes of form I: u+ T. However it 
is not possible to replace rule (s) entirely by such axiom-schemes, because in order 
to use an axiom I: u+ T to deduce X:T from X:u, one needs also a rule that gives 
Ix:Tk x:7. 
This will be rule (Is) below. 
Besides this rule the system will contain two special cases of the n-rule, so it will 
be partly like the An-system in Definition 1.7 and partly an axiomatization (see 
Note 4.4). 
Definition 4.3. (i) TA,,,( A, o, n) is the system for CL%-terms whose axiom- 
schemes are the axiom schemes of TAc,,( A, w, s) and 
(1,) I:u+w 
(12) I: w+w+,w 
(13) I:u,Au,+ui (i=1,2) 
(14) 1: (U+T)h(U+p)+U+TAp 
and whose rules are (+ E), (A I), (A E) and 
(15) 
IX:u B’I:u 
x:u (72) G 
for all choices of a, ul, u2, p and 7. 
(ii) We write Bt- cLBI) X:u if X:u is derivable from the basis B in this system. 
Note 4.4. Rules (7,) and (Q) will be used in the proof of equivalence to the (G) 
system. It would be nice to weaken them and still prove equivalence, and rule (nJ 
is an obvious candidate for redundancy, because it seems to do essentially the same 
work as (nr). In particular, BI =cp B’I, so in each CL%system equivalent to the 
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A-one (i.e. such that ~~~~~ X:a iff Bt, X ,,:cT) these combinators will have the 
same types. Therefore (7,) and (nJ both say nearly the same thing. But this is 
deceptive; in reality the contributions of BI and B’I to the equivalence proof will 
not be through their types, but through deductions of form 
I: u+r F BI: (~+a)+p+r, 
I: U+T t B’I: (r+p)+a+p, 
and these are distinct. Simplifying the two n-rules may be possible, but it will not 
be so easy. 
We shall prove after the following lemma that TACL3 ( A, w, G) and TAcLa ( A, w, 7) 
are equivalent. 
Lemma 4.5. Let 93 be complete and well-typed for B, B’, I. If CT 4 u’, then 
t-CL%? I: u + Cr’. 
Proof. Induction on the proof of (T s w’ using Definition 4.1. We consider only the 
non-trivial cases. 
Axiom u s u A u. 
W-ax I:u+u 
I: (cT+(T)A((T+u)+fJ+cTA(T 
1: (T+ %I) 
I: (u+cT)r,(a+a) 
:y;;; (15) 
(+ E) 
Transitivity. Suppose I: CT+ T and I: T+ p. Deduce I: u+ p thus: 
B: (~+p)+(a+~)+c~+p 
BI: (a+~)+(~+=p 
1: v(3E) 
1: (U+‘T)+(T+p 
(71) 
I:P+T 
z 05) 
(+E) 
Replacement in A. Assume I: CT+ CT’ and I: T + T'. Deduce I: u A T+ CT' A T' thus: 
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Replacement in +. Assume I: u+ V’ and I: T+ 7’. Deduce I: (u’+ r) + o+ 7’ as 
follows. In this deduction, let 5 = v + T, n = (T + r’, and 5 = c’+ 7. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.5. 0 
Theorem 4.6. Let 93 be any complete combinator basis, well-typed for B, B’, I. Then 
Bt cLaX:u e BI-~~~~XX:U. 
Proof. “3”: The only thing to show is that (s) is an admissible rule in 
TAc,%( A, w, 7); that is, to show that if BkCLOI) X:a and US T, then BCCL3v X:T. 
By the preceding lemma, t-cLaV I: u+ T. Then we can deduce 
I: u+7 
X:” (-3.E) 
5 (15) 
“Cl: We must show that all the axioms and rules introduced in Definition 4.3 
are admissible in TA,,,( A, w, c). For the axioms, rule (c) and Definition 4.1 give 
admissibility immediately. For rule (IS), BE~.~ IX:u implies by Lemma 3.4 (ii) 
that there exists T such that 
BE CL93 I: 7’ 0; BE cL% x:7. 
From BI-,-~% I: T+ u we have Bk, Ax.x: T+ u by Theorem 3.7(i). It is easy to verify 
that 
Bk,hx.x: T+U =3 UST. 
So we can conclude BEcLUa X:u by rule (c). 
The admissibility of rules ( vl) and (Q) follows from a simple case analysis using 
Lemma 3.4 (ii) and Definition 4.1. 0 
Note 4.7. Rule (s) can also be replaced by a strengthened l-axiom-scheme saying 
I: U+ 7 (Us T), 
together with the single l-rule (15). (The proof is like that of the theorem above.) 
But to replace rule (s) by an axiom-scheme in which the G-relation plays such a 
strong role is hardly a simplification. 
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